CHARACTERISTICS OF ARCHITECTURAL PRESENCE OF ABSENCE FROM EXPRESSION OF ELIMINATION IN TEXT DESCRIPTION OF BUILDINGS
Text description of Presence of Absence is one of the major forms of communication for architects to express their conceptual intention. Normally, architects design architecture by making objects. But sometimes they eliminate a part of the original object or parts to design architecture, for example, eliminate columns to make a large space in a building. The way creates some effects which could not create just only making an object. The objective of this paper is to reveal the aspect of architecture from the view of Presence of Absence from expression of elimination through the text description of buildings.
The flow of this research is as below:
1. Extract sentences which contain presence of absence used by architects to explain their design of architecture from architectural magazine, Shinkenchiku during 1950 -2013.
2. Extract what were eliminated from the design of architecture, the ways which they were eliminated, they define the eliminated as subject, and the result of elimination as effect.
3. Consider and analyze the relationship between the eliminated and ways, the eliminated and Subject, the eliminated and Effect by using correspondence analysis. After that, derive the tendency of their properties.
4. Categorize the relationships by creating a matrix. Take horizontal axis as effect, vertical axis as subject, further create ways of the eliminated within the vertical axis as sub-category.
As a result, between the eliminated and Subject, three tendencies were found : Objects constituting form, External conditions and system, Spaces constituting environment. Between the eliminated and Effect, four tendencies were 

